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Adapta Consulting

We are:
– A specialist information systems consultancy
– We only work with membership organisations, charities, 

associations, trusts and others in the NfP sector
– We are completely supplier-independent
– Our consultants have held senior positions in a broad range of 

different organisations
– Our advice and guidance is based on practical experience gained 

over many years.



Programme

14.00 Arrival and welcome
Introductions and overview

14.15 Update on the accounting systems landscape
David Membrey, Adapta Consulting

14:35

15.00

Case studies
Andrea Beadle, Kent Wildlife Trust
COFFEE AND CAKE
Judith Rowland-Hill, Depaul UK

15:15 Round table discussion
All

16.45 Review and close
David Membrey, Adapta Consulting



Introductions



Some thoughts on the finance system landscape…

• What do you really want from your finance system?
• What are the risks of doing nothing?
• This is an organisational decision not just finance!
• Do you know the ‘cost’ of using your current system?
• Are there good and bad systems?
• Are there good and bad suppliers?
• Why do implementations so often go wrong?



A Federated Finance System 
The Wildlife Trusts & Xledger

Andrea Beadle 
Head of People Support & Operational Partnerships Lead
Kent Wildlife Trust



The Wildlife Trusts

• A Federated Charity started in 1912 by naturalist Charles Rothschild to 
save the best places for wildlife in the British Isles

• All are now SSSIs and/or designated nature reserves, many of them 
protected by law

• The Wildlife Trusts is a movement made up of 46 Wildlife Trusts: 
independent charities with a shared mission



Kent Wildlife Trust

• The leading conservation charity in Kent
• Wildlife is in crisis. The decline of nature puts our very survival and 

prosperity under threat
• Our vision is for a better, wilder future. Wilder Towns, Rivers, 

Woodlands and Coasts
• We engage with politicians, business leaders, landowners, 

communities and people in order that we can all work together to 
protect wildlife



Background to the Project

• 2015 a task and finish group was set up at the centre to look at:
• Efficiency and effectiveness within the movement
• ‘Developing a common approach to business systems in the 

area of finance’ was one of the priority work areas identified 
by the group



Finance Systems Task Group

• Investigate collective finance systems and shared accounting 
practices

• Improving effectiveness and efficiency by analyzing the group 
needs for financial software

• Finding a common solution that could be adopted by all Trusts
• Seek alignment in charts of accounts
• Provide better financial benchmarking information to drive Trusts 

efficiency and effectiveness at work



Cont…

• TWT lead with 5 Trusts involved
• Work done over 2 years: 

• looking at the systems that Trusts were currently using
• the issues they were facing
• the workarounds required to get the answers needed
• selection process for new system



Implementation

• Project leads from TWT and Xledger
• Phase 1 worked on a blueprint to suit all Trusts
• Designed cost centres, Chart of Accounts, common reporting 
• Project groups phased
• Collaborative approach



Benefits

• Unified approach but ability to flex and remain independent
• Developing a network of staff with the same system
• Shared finance service capability for smaller Trusts
• Common reporting 
• Addresses the complexity: from very large to the very small



Cont…

• Cost benefits of mass purchasing power:
• data regarding common items procured across the 

community could be utilised in negotiation delivering better 
rates for the community benefit

• Future system developments as a larger client e.g
• design and testing of distributed budgeting
• recoverable VAT rules, Gift Aid, Donor Portals feeding into 

Fund Accounting



Lessons Learnt

• Closing off old system 
• Go live date
• Data migration
• Training, support & user acceptance
• Project lead not from finance/with systems experience
• Buy in additional support where required



Migration to a new 
accounting system

Judith Rowland-Hill
Executive Director of Finance, IT and 
Organisational Performance





About Depaul UK

• National youth homelessness
• 2019 income – c. £17m
• 60/40 contract/rental and voluntary 

income
• SIBs
• Grants
• Services include ETE, mental heath, 

prevention
• Values driven
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5 barriers to the painless implementation of a 
new finance system

#1  Poor timing

“Let’s do it at the year-end and have a nice clean start 
to the new Financial Year”



5 barriers to the painless implementation of a 
new finance system

#2  Underinvestment in project management

“How much?!  We can do it ourselves”



5 barriers to the painless implementation of a 
new finance system

#3  Prescribing the process, not the outcome

“You should have said …”



5 barriers to the painless implementation of a 
new finance system

#4  Underestimating the value of your existing systems

“ You’d be better off doing that in …”



5 barriers to the painless implementation of a 
new finance system

#5  Underestimating the need for organisation-wide 
adoption

“I didn’t know”



Top 5 pieces of advice

#1 Avoid the year end

#2 Don’t compromise on budget or project management

#3 Explain what you want to achieve, not what you want done

#4 Plan to integrate with O365 and other functionality if possible

#5 Give time and resource to wider organisational training and 
cultural adoption



Thank you for listening 
…
… and good luck



Discussion and feedback



Review and close


